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- Need for eco-friendly energy sources
- Need for the reduction of CO2 emission

One good aid:  Thermoelectric (TE) conversion

TE module 

waste heat

natural heat sources

Energy / Environmental issues 
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Thermoelectric Conversion
• Seebeck Effect
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Mechanism for Large Seebeck Coefficient Materials

Asymmetry in σxx(ε) : D(ε), vx(ε),
is  origin of large S
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Narrow gap semiconductor, Semimetals
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First-Principles Methods to Compute σxx(ε)

1DP SVF VSH

Mn, Fe, and Co),29) and LaBiPt,30) and to surface and
interface systems, such as Cu(001) surface,31) metallic
multilayers,32) and MnO and NiO surfaces.33)

Within the constant relaxation-time approximation in the
Boltzmann transport theory, the Seebeck coefficient is
written as
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where Dð!Þ is the density of states, N is the number of
electrons, " is the chemical potential, & is the relaxation
time, $ is a component of the coordinates, such as x, y, and z,
k is the wave vector, n is the band index, and Ekn is the eigen
value. We assume that carrier doping is made within a rigid-
band approximation by changing N. The Seebeck coefficient
is thus calculated as a function of carrier concentration and
temperature.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Structural properties
As already mentioned, the MgAgAs crystal structure is

characterized by the fact that the Mg and As atomic sites are
coordinated tetrahedrally by four NN Ag, while the Ag site
doubly tetrahedrally by four Mg and four Ag. Therefore, the
Ag site can be regarded as the unique site in the structure.
For this reason, we consider three kinds of distinctive
structure for MNiSn to discuss structural stability. We refer
these three structures to $, (, and ) phases depending on
whether Ni, Sn, and M are on the unique site, respectively.
Total energy calculations have been carried out for these
three phases as functions of unit-cell volume V . Calculated
total energies for TiNiSn are plotted in Fig. 1 and then least-
squares-fitted to Murnaghan’s equation of state34) as

EðVÞ ¼
B0V

B0

0

B0ðB0 " 1Þ
V1"B0 þ

B0

B0
V þ E0; ð7Þ

where B0, B0, and E0 are the bulk modulus, its pressure deriv-
ative at the equilibrium volume V0 and a constant, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 1, the $-phase is the most stable
phase for TiNiSn. Therefore, the Ni atom is definitely on the
unique site, being consistent with experimental and previ-
ously calculated results.16) The results of total-energy cal-
culations for M ¼ Zr and Hf show the same phase stability.
Calculated lattice constants and bulk moduli are listed in
Table I for M ¼ Ti, Zr, and Hf together with the exper-
imental lattice constants. As seen from Table I, the calculated
equilibrium lattice constants are generally in good agreement
with experiments, but slightly underestimated by the typical
LDA failure often seen in transition-metal systems.

4.2 Electronic structure
The calculated fully relativistic energy band structure

of TiNiSn with Ni on the unique site at the calculated
equilibrium lattice constant is shown in Fig. 2. Overall
features of the band structure of ZrNiSn and HfNiSn are
similar to those of TiNiSn. Fully relativistic energy band
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Fig. 1. Calculated total energies per formula unit for $ (Ni on the unique
site), ( (Sn), and ) (M) phases of TiNiSn. Solid circles represent the $
phase, solid squares the ( phase, and solid triangles the ) phase. Solid
lines represent results fitted to Murnaghan’s equation of state.

Table I. Calculated and experimental equilibrium lattice constants (a),
calculated bulk moduli (B0), and their pressure derivatives (B0) for MNiSn
(M ¼ Ti, Zr, and Hf) with Ni on unique site.13Þ

Calculated a

(Å)
Experimental a

(Å)
B0

(GPa)
B0

TiNiSn 5.85 5.92 140 4.63

ZrNiSn 6.04 6.11 138 4.29

HfNiSn 5.99 6.066 146 4.17
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Seebeck Effect in Narrow Gap Semiconductor, Intermetallic Compounds 
(Kondo Insulator/Semimetals), F. Ishii, M. Onoue, T. Oguchi, Physica B, 
(2004)

Calc. 
SeebeckDOS

Exp. Seebeck
(Takabatake et al. )
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Seebeck Effect in Narrow Gap Semiconductor, Intermetallic Compounds 
TiNiSn1-xSbx F. Ishii, M. Onoue, T. Oguchi (2008)

The bottom of the conduction band consists mostly of M-
d and Ni-d states. Since the peak of the Ti-d state (about
1.5 eV in Fig. 7) is located closer to the conduction band
edge than those of the Zr-d (about 2.2 eV in Fig. 8) and Hf-d
(about 2.5 eV in Fig. 9) states, the tendency of slope in DOS
around ! is TiNiSn > ZrNiSn > HfNiSn (see §4.2). On the
other hand, the Fermi velocity shows a similar asymmetry
around the chemical potential (see §4.3). As already
mentioned, the large asymmetry of DOS with respect to
! results in a large Seebeck coefficient. The calculated
Seebeck coefficient of TiNiSn is actually larger than those of
ZrNiSn and HfNiSn. This calculated M dependence of the
Seebeck coefficient is in good agreement with the exper-
imental one.11) In the present system, the difference in
Seebeck coefficient is described by the asymmetry of DOS
near the band-gap edges, which is a more important factor
for determining the Seebeck coefficient than that of the
Fermi velocity.

So far, we have discussed mostly the case of electron
doping. We briefly mention the case of hole doping. As
already pointed out, the SOI splitting of the top of the
valence bands is larger than that of the bottom of the
conduction bands. The SOI effect is generally significant
in compounds with heavy elements, such as HfNiSn. For
HfNiSn, the Seebeck coefficient at 30 K with SOI is

predicted to be about 40% smaller than that without SOI
in the case of hole doping. Therefore, the inclusion of SOI
should be crucial for theoretical analysis in the case of hole
doping in HfNiSn.
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Fig. 14. Calculated chemical potential of ZrNiSn in case of electron
doping. The origin of the chemical potential is taken at the bottom of the
conduction band.
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Fig. 15. Calculated chemical potential of HfNiSn in case of electron
doping. The origin of the chemical potential is taken at the bottom of the
conduction band.
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forts on the TiNiSn system and in this letter, we present
electrical transport data on this group of half-Heusler alloys
as a function of Sb doping, TiNiSn1!xSbx . The Sb doping
greatly enhances the power factor, as with the ZrNiSn, and
yields one of the highest power factors known in any mate-
rial.

Ingots with nominal alloy compositions were prepared
by arc melting appropriate quantities of high purity elements
together under an argon atmosphere. The overall purity of
the starting materials was as follows: titanium !4N purity",
zirconium !3N purity", antimony !5N purity", tin !5N purity",
and nickel !5N purity" metal powders are mixed together and
pressed into a pellet. This pellet was arc melted on a water-
cooled copper hearth under argon atmosphere. The resulting
button was remelted two or three times after turning upside
down to ensure homogeneity. Then the button was wrapped
in a Ta foil and sealed in an evacuated quartz tube for an-
nealing. A short term annealing at 900 °C for 14 h and a long
term annealing at 800 °C for ten days were carried out. The
phase !MgAgAs" purity of the alloys was assessed via x-ray
diffraction. The diffraction patterns obtained indicate essen-
tially single-phase samples. Rectangular pieces, of approxi-
mate dimensions of #2"2"8 mm3, were cut for electrical
and thermal transport measurements. The electrical resistiv-

ity and thermopower are measured simultaneously in a
closed cycle helium cryostat from 10 to 300 K. Ther-
mopower was measured by the standard differential tech-
nique. High-temperature resistivity and thermopower mea-
surements on these samples were performed following a
method described elsewhere.19 Thermal conductivity is mea-
sured via a steady state technique from 10 to 300 K using a
custom designed sample puck that plugs into the cold finger
of a closed cycle refrigerator.20

TiNiSn exhibits a relatively large negative thermopower
of $!250%V/K at room temperature. Large thermopower
values at high temperatures in n-type MNiSn have been at-
tributed to the moderately heavy electron band mass (m*
$2–5m0 , where m0 is the free electron mass" of the con-
duction band that lies above the gap.10 The electrical resis-
tivity and thermopower for TiNiSn1!xSbx for various con-
centrations of Sb is shown as a function of temperature in
Figs. 1!a" and 1!b", respectively. Small amounts of Sb have a
significant effect on the electrical resistivity in this system.
The room temperature values are reduced by over an order of
magnitude from approximately 8 m& cm to values as low as
approximately 0.1 m& cm. The parent TiNiSn exhibits a
semiconductor to semimetal transition around 170 K, as seen
in the inset of Fig. 1!a", drastically changing the temperature
dependence of the resistivity. The temperature of this transi-
tion is somewhat sample dependent. It has been suggested
that the TiNiSn should be semiconducting at even the lowest
temperatures and that this transition is probably due to trace
amounts of impurities affecting the band structure and thus
the electronic properties.21 These small amounts of Sb are
obviously having a profound effect on the band overlap mak-
ing these materials much more metallic-like as apparent in
Fig. 1!a". However, upon addition of more Sb the ther-
mopower starts to rapidly degrade as shown in Fig. 1!b", thus
making them less attractive for potential thermoelectric ap-
plications. Extensive band structure studies would be very
helpful in understanding the effects of the Sb substitution.

In Fig. 2, the power factor ('2(T) is shown as a func-
tion of temperature from 10 to 300 K for TiNiSn1!xSbx for

FIG. 1. !a" Electrical resistivity and !b" thermopower as a function of tem-
perature from 10 to 300 K for the system TiNiSn1!xSbx for small concen-
trations of Sb, as given in the legend. The inset in !a" shows the electrical
resistivity as a function of temperature for TiNiSn.

FIG. 2. Power factor ('2(T) as a function of temperature from 10 to 300 K
for the system TiNiSn1!xSbx for small concentrations of Sb as given by the
legend shown above. The inset shows the high temperature power factor
('2(T) for x#0.05 !squares" showing a power factor of 4.5 W/mK at 650
K, the highest temperature measured.

2477Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 77, No. 16, 16 October 2000 Bhattacharya et al.
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We study, both experimentally and theoretically, temperature and electron-density (band-filling)
dependence of Seebeck coefficient in B20-type transition-metal monosilicides to critically study the
validity of the Boltzmann transport theory based on the band structure as a guiding principle for the
materials design of metallic thermoelectric compounds. The global thermoelectric phase diagram for a
wide range of materials (CrSi–MnSi–FeSi–CoSi–Co0:85Ni0:15Si and their interpolating solid solutions) is
obtained. Theoretical results derived from the calculated band structure can reproduce a global feature of
experimental results except the higher temperature region of FeSi, providing the firm basis to understand
the systematics of thermoelectricity in metallic compounds including the role of electron correlation and
to develop the material design for larger thermoelectricity.
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It is of vital importance to design and develop materials
showing the large thermopower for the realistic applications
to the refrigerators, etc.1) There are two basic strategies to
enhance thermopower. One is to start with the real space
picture, and increase the entropy using some degeneracies
of the electronic states, e.g., multi-orbitals or higher spins.
This idea has been tested in transition-metal-oxides such as
NaxCoO2,2) Sr1"xLaxTiO3,3) and TiS2

4) is partially success-
ful to obtain a large value of S ¼ 100 mV/K for Na0:5CoO2.
The other strategy is to design the electronic states in the
momentum space, and realize the ideal band structure for the
large thermopower. In the latter case, the energy is carried
by the electronic states near the Fermi energy as represented
by the following formula for the thermopower (S)1)

T!S ¼ !1

Z
dE E"ðEÞgðEÞ "

dnFðEÞ
dE

! "
; ð1Þ

where T is the temperature, ! the conductivity, !1 a constant,
E the energy measured from the Fermi energy EF, "ðEÞ the
relaxation time of the electrons at E, gðEÞ the density of
states, and nFðEÞ is the Fermi distribution function. This
formula suggests that the asymmetry of the density of states
gðEÞ is a key to enhance S. This can be understood as
follows. At finite T , the thermally excited electrons and
holes in the energy shell of the width &kBT around EF carry
thermal energy. Under the applied voltage, the direction of
the motion is the opposite between electrons and holes, and
their contributions to S have the opposite signs. This fact
is represented by E in the integrand of eq. (1). Therefore,
it is very important to avoid the cancellation between the
contributions from electrons and holes by designing the
strong asymmetry between them. Although the electronic
band structure provides the information on the magnitude of
S and also its electron-density dependence using the rigid

band picture, the direct and systematic comparison between
experiments and band theory has been rare except for
FeSi5) and high-temperature superconductors.6) We note here
that this is a highly nontrivial problem, since the electron
correlation is appreciably strong for d-electrons of transi-
tion-metal, which might not be treated properly in the band
structure calculation based on the mean field theory. In other
words, the combined experimental and band structure
calculation will highlight the role of electron correlation.

The B20-type transition-metal monosilicides MSi (M =
Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co) is one of the most suitable systems to
investigate the electron-number (band-filling) dependence of
thermopower over a wide range and in an almost continuous
manner. The members of MSi are known to show versatile
electrical and magnetic properties at low temperatures,7)

such as a Kondo insulator in FeSi8) and helical spin structure
in MnSi9) and Fe1"xCoxSi.10) As for thermoelectric proper-
ties, several works were reported previously in the limited
range of MSi around Co1"xFexSi11) and Co1"xNixSi12) in
1960s, and so on.13–18) In particular, a p- and n-type large
thermoelectricity is known around CoSi at room temper-
ature.

In this study, we reveal the systematic electron-density
and temperature dependence of Seebeck coefficient in MSi
(CrSi–MnSi–FeSi–CoSi–Co0:85Ni0:15Si) from the experi-
mental and theoretical points of view and demonstrate the
possibility of materials design for larger thermoelectricity
based on the electronic band scheme.

Figure 1 shows the electronic band structure and density
of states (DOS) for CoSi calculated from first-principles.
We employed the local density approximation (LDA) to the
density functional theory. One-electron Kohn–Sham equa-
tions are solved self-consistently by using a full-potential
linear augmented plane wave (FLAPW) method implement-
ed in HiLAPW package.19,20) The calculated band structure
is similar to those of B20-type structure FeSi and MnSi as
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K) large value with small variation of electron-density from
Fe0:2Co0:8Si to CoSi. Finally, the thermopower at room
temperature decreases in going from CoSi to Co0:85Ni0:15Si
[Fig. 2(d)]. Figure 3 shows the contour mapping of the
experimentally observed thermopower in the plane of
temperature and electron-density. Broad or steep features
as indicated by the color gradient are observed and some
structures are found around MnSi, FeSi and CoSi. In
particular, the abrupt sign changes of Seebeck coefficient
from negative (blue) to positive (red) are observed in a
narrow region around FeSi at low temperature and CoSi at
room temperature. These features are reminiscent of the
adjacent n- and p-type characteristics of thermopower,
which may be potentially important for thermoelectric
device application.1) In the case of FeSi, opening of the
narrow gap (a red region in Fig. 3) generates a huge positive
Seebeck coefficient 550 mV/K at low temperature. The
positive (negative) values of thermopower are observed
in the left (right) side of FeSi which can be viewed as
hole- (electron-) doping to the narrow-gap insulator. As
temperature increases, however, a large positive or negative
Seebeck coefficient is diminished and a small negative value
of Seebeck coefficient remains around FeSi. On the other
hand, large positive (an orange region) and negative (a blue
region) values of thermopower are observed even at room
temperature in the material phases around CoSi. This feature
comes from the asymmetric density-of-states around EF

associated with a pseudogap for CoSi (see Fig. 1), which
appears robust against temperature change in contrast to the
case of FeSi. In the light of the thermoelectric performance,
n- and p-type behaviors in adjacent materials around CoSi
are to be appreciated together with their large absolute
values and low resistivity (!300 m! cm) at room temper-
ature. In order to understand the observed thermopower from
the electronic states, we calculated the temperature and
electron-density dependence of Seebeck coefficients from
the LDA band structure within semi-classical Boltzmann
transport theory including energy-dependent conductivity
tensors !xxðEÞ ¼ e2

P
k "ðkÞv

2
xðkÞ#ðEðkÞ % EÞ, where e is the

electron charge, vxðkÞ is the x component of the group
velocity of electrons.26) Here we have neglected the
momentum-, energy-, and temperature-dependence of the
relaxation time.

Figure 4 shows the electron-density dependence of See-
beck coefficient as derived from the experimental and
theoretical results. Red and black solid lines represent
Seebeck coefficients at 300 and 50 K, respectively. A fairly
good agreement is obtained between experimental and
theoretical results, such as the broad peak feature and sign
changes in thermopower observed around Cr, Fe-doped
MnSi. As for the region near CoSi, the predicted character-
istic behaviors due to the asymmetric density of states
around the pseudogap (Fig. 1) is observed experimentally.
Around FeSi, on the other hand, there occurs a large
discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical results
at 300 K although they well correspond to each other at 50 K.
This result endorses the idea that in FeSi the narrow gap
closes quickly with increasing temperature as reported in
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Problem, Task & Strategy

improved 
TE efficiency?

Spin-induced phenomena:

anomalous Hall  effect (AHE)

Nernst  effect (ANE)  

Low efficiency

OUR STRATEGY

: preventing the expansion of TE

Can the physics of electronic spin help improve it?

V

jANE / M⇥ (rT )

jAHE / M⇥E

AHE & ANE :
observed in a wide range of materials
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Thermoelectric Conversion
• Seebeck Effect

• Nernst Effect 6 2

x

y

Vy = Syx(TH � TC)x

Vx = Sxx(TH � TC)x
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Thermoelectric Conversion
• Seebeck Effect

• Nernst Effect 6 2

x

y

VN = N(TH � TC)

VS = S(TH � TC)

HNHF SLFDN
F P VF LWL HSPT 2 HIILFLHP

KHSODN F P VF LWL
6HSH H I FVT P KLT

Z =
�N2
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Magnitude of AHE/ANE  

�
xy

= C e

2

h

AHE

u Experiments

u Theory

[1]

ANE

E
x

= N(rT )
y

u Experiments
|N| < 10 µV/K, typically ~ 1 µV/K [2]

c.f. good TE materials have Seebeck |S| ~300 µV/K[3]

u Our calculation   
?

[1] H. Jiang,  Z. Qiao, H. Liu, and Q. Niu, Phys. Rev. B 85, 045445 (2012).
[2] Y. Sakuraba, Scripta Mater. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2015.04.034
[3] http://www.mrl.ucsb.edu:8080/datamine/thermoelectric.jsp

C
max

⇠ 1

C
max

> 10
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a b s t r a c t

This article introduces the concept and advantage of thermoelectric power generation (TEG) using
anomalous Nernst effect (ANE). The three-dimensionality of ANE can largely simplify a thermopile struc-
ture and realize TEG systems using heat sources with a non-flat surface. The improvement of ZT can be
expected because of the orthogonal relationship between thermal and electric conductivities. The calcu-
lations of an achievable electric power predicted that an improvement of thermopower by one order of
magnitude would open up a usage of practical applications.

! 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Seebeck effect (SE), which originates from a diffusion of charged
carrier excited by applying a temperature gradient to conductive
materials, is a representative thermoelectric phenomenon.
Thermoelectric power generation (TEG) using SE has been
expected as an ecological technique to generate electricity from
waste/environmental heat because it can directly convert thermal
energy to electric energy without any mechanical and chemical
mediations. However, it is still a challenging task to find/synthesize
new materials having a large dimensionless figure of merit ZT to
improve energy conversion efficiency. On the other hand, another
thermoelectric phenomenon called Nernst effect (NE) arises when
we also apply an external magnetic filed (~Bex) together with a tem-
perature gradient rT to the conductive material. The electric filed
from Nernst effect (~ENE) appears to the outer product direction of
~Bex and r as expressed below using Nernst coefficient Q0.

~ENE ¼ Q 0ð~Bex #rTÞ ð1Þ

Here NE will be compared with SE about the magnitude and the
geometrical relationship of heat and electric transports. In SE there
is a one-dimensional relationship between the heat and carrier
transports, i.e., the electric field from SE (~ESE) always generates to
the same axis direction of rT as expressed in ~ESE ¼ SSE %rT. Here
SSE represents Seebeck coefficient, which is a sole parameter that
determines the magnitude and the direction of ~ESE. In contrast,

Nernst effect is a three-dimensional effect where the electric field
occurs to the perpendicular direction to both ~Bex and rT. Since the
magnitude of Nernst effect can be enlarged by increasing magnetic
field Bex, Nernst effect has been studied to enhance thermoelectric
power generation and cooling effects by applying strong mag-
netic field [1–5]. Wolfe et al. have successfully showed that the
figure of merit of a single-crystal Bi-Sb becomes 2.8 times larger
by applying 1.7 T than that without magnetic field [4]. However,
the usage of Nernst effect for practical applications is not easy
because of the necessity of strong external magnetic field from
an electrical magnet or permanent magnet.

2. Advantages in thermoelectric power generation using
anomalous Nernst effect

In ferromagnetic materials such as Fe, spontaneous magnetiza-
tion ~M gives rise to strong Nernst effect without applying external
magnetic field, which is called anomalous Nernst effect (ANE). The
electric field generating from ANE (~EANE) is written in the following
formula by changing Q0 and ~Bex in Eq. (1) to QS and l0

~M,
respectively.

~EANE ¼ Q Sðl0
~M #rTÞ ð2Þ

Here QS is anomalous Nernst coefficient that determines the
sign and magnitude of ANE. There is a geometrical analogy
between anomalous Hall effect(AHE) and ANE; the electric field ~E
arises from the spontaneous magnetization ~M to its perpendicular
direction but excited by electric current in the former and heat

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2015.04.034
1359-6462/! 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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What drives AHE and ANE? (See the review[1])

u Mechanism 1: spin-orbit coupling + ferromagnetism

S1 · (S2 ⇥ S3)

|u(k)i

|u(k+�k)i

k
x

ky

[1] N. Nagaosa, J. Sinova, S. Onoda, A. H. MacDonald, and N. P. Ong, Rev. Mod. Phys., 82, 1539 (2010).

S1
S2

S3

u Mechanism 2: spin textures with finite chirality in real space 

Spin chirality 
induces Berry curvature 

⌦(k) ⌘ ih@kuk|@kuki

 k = eik·ruk(r)anomalous velocity generated by
Berry curvature

in momentum space 
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What drives AHE and ANE? (See the review[1])

[1] N. Nagaosa, J. Sinova, S. Onoda, A. H. MacDonald, and N. P. Ong, Rev. Mod. Phys., 82, 1539 (2010).

�AH
xy = C e

2

h

✓
C =

1

2⇡

Z

Ek<EF

dk⌦z(k)

◆

For an isolated band in two dimensions, 
C is an integer called Chern number.

Berry curv.
Intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC)
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Basic theory of 
thermoelectricity

1. Semiclassical dynamics of electrons
2. Boltzmann transport + Linear response
3. Low temperature approximation
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Thermoelectric Effect 
- intuitive understanding -

TT +�T

TT +�T

Electrons	relax	into	cooler	region.

Electrons	give	up	relaxing	due	to	the	
pushing-back electrostatic	force.		

E

Development	of	electric	field	
(Thermoelectric	field)
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Thermoelectric coefficients

Including	transverse	(	xy )	transport

j = �̃E+ ↵̃(�rT )
Conductivities	are	defined	through	the	linear	response	relation	of	the	
charge	current:

Without transverse	transport

conventional	
Seebeck

Hall	angle pure	
NernstS0 =

↵
xx

�
xx

✓H ⌘ �xy

�xx

generated	E-field

T

T +�T

S�T

N�T

S
xx

= S0

S
yx

= 0 Syx =
N0 + ✓HS0

1 + ✓2H

Sxx =
S0 + ✓HN0

1 + ✓2H

y

x

N0 ⌘ ↵
yx

�
xx



Semiclassical electron dynamics

ṙn =
@"nk
@k

� k̇n ⇥⌦nk

k̇n = q(E+ ṙn ⇥B)

Equation	of	motion	of	center	coordinates	(r, k) of	wave-packet	on	band	n [1] :

[1]	G.	Sundaram and	Q.Niu,	Phys.	Rev.	B	59,	14915	(1999).

:	band	energy	

:	Berry	curvature	=	“magnetic	field”	in	k-space	⌦nk = ih@kun|⇥ |@kuni
"nk

A	review	including	related	topics:
D.	Xiao,	M-C.	Chang,	and	Q.	Niu,	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	82,	1959	(2010).	
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Expression of charge current
- Brief review of Ref. [2] -

local current	density

classical	particle	contribution quantum	correction:	
self-rotation	of	a	wave-packet

transport current	density	(measured	quantity)

J = q
X

nk

ṙnkgnk +r⇥
X

nk

fnkmnk

[2]	D.	Xiao.	Y.	Yao,	Z.	Fang,	and	Q.Niu,	Phys.	Rev.	Lett.	97,	026603	(2006).

orbital	magnetic	moment

orbital	magnetization

j = J�r⇥M(r)

= q
X

nk

✓
˙rnkgnk +rr ⇥

1

�(r)
⌦nk log(1 + e��(r)["nk�µ(r)]

)

◆
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How to know the distribution        ?
- Boltzmann theory approach[3] -

gnk

Assumption:			 • Small	deviation	from	equilibrium	state;

• local	equilibrium;			well-defined

• relaxation	time	approximation;	

fnk = f0
nk + gnk, g ⌧ f0

T (r)

@tfnk|scatt. ' �gnk
⌧nk

Boltzmann	equation	:
(direct	consequence	of	the	Liouville’s theorem	=	conservation	of	phase-space	volume)	

df = @tf + k̇ · @kf + ṙ · @rf = @tfnk|scatt.

When ,	keeping	terms	up	to	linear	in ,				B = 0,rµ = 0

gnk = ⌧nkṙnk ·

qE+ ("nk � µ)

✓
�rT

T

◆�✓
�@f0

nk

@"nk

◆
E or rT

[3]	For	example,	see	Chapter	7	of		J.M.	Ziman,	Principles	of	the	theory	of	solids,	2nd edition.



Details:   From Boltz. eq. to gnk
(LHS)	of	Boltz.eq.	with

,

where	only	the	terms	up	to	linear	in were	kept,	based	on	the	following:

•

•

• Since should	be	of	the	form ,

.

gnk g = a(T )Ei + b(T )(rT )j

@rg = a0(T )Ei(rT ) + b0(T )(rT )j(rT )

v0 = @k" / (E0, (rT )0) va = �qE⇥⌦ / (E1, (rT )0)

B = 0,rµ = 0

= @tg + (v0 + va) · (@rf0 + @rg) + qE · (@kf0 + @kg)

' @tg + v0 ·

("� µ)

✓
rT

T

◆
� qE

�✓
�@f0

@"

◆

E or rT

@rf
0 = ("� µ)@r�

✓
�@f0

@"

◆✓
�@"

@⇠

◆
= ("� µ)

✓
�@f0

@"

◆✓
rT

T

◆
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Expression of conductivities

gnk = ⌧nkṙnk ·

qE+ ("nk � µ)

✓
�rT

T

◆�✓
�@f0

nk

@"nk

◆
ṙn =

@"nk
@k

� qE⇥⌦nk

Comparing	term-by-term	with	the	definition: ,	
the	form	of and	 is	found	as,

j = �̃E+ �̃(�rT )

8
>>>><

>>>>:

�vv
ij =

q2

V

X

nk

⌧nkv
nk
i vnkj

✓
�@f0

nk

@"nk

◆
,

�⌦
ij = �q2

V

X

nk

⌦nk
ij f0

nk

8
>>>><

>>>>:

↵vv
ij =

qkB
V

X

nk

⌧nkv
nk
i vnkj

✓
"nk � µ

kBT

◆✓
�@f0

nk

@"nk

◆
,

↵⌦
ij = �qkB

V

X

nk

⌦

nk
ij

✓
"nk � µ

kBT

◆
f0
nk + log(1 + e��("nk�µ)

)

�

anomalous	Hall	effect	
(AHE)

anomalous	Nernst	effect	
(ANE)

�̃ = [�vv
ij + �⌦

ij ] ↵̃ = [↵vv
ij + ↵⌦

ij ]

j = q
X

nk

✓
˙rnk(f

0
nk + gnk) +rr ⇥

1

�(r)
⌦nk log(1 + e��(r)["nk�µ(r)]

)

◆
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Relation between        &    �̃ ↵̃
They	can	be	rewritten	as

�(vv, ⌦)
ij (T, µ) =

Z
d"

h
�(vv, ⌦)
ij (")

i

T=0,µ="

✓
�@f0(T, µ)

@"

◆
,

↵(vv, ⌦)
ij (T, µ) =

kB
q

Z
d"

h
�(vv, ⌦)
ij (")

i

T=0,µ="

✓
"� µ

kBT

◆✓
�@f0(T, µ)

@"

◆

Therefore,	the	only	system-characteristic	information	needed	to	calculate	these	

is	the	Fermi-energy	dependence .�(vv, ⌦)
ij ("F)
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Low temperature approximation
Making	use	of	the	Sommerfeld expansion	(valid	when ):kBT ⌧ "F

H(") ⌘
h
�
(vv, ⌦)
ij (")

i

T=0,µ="

H(") ⌘
h
�
(vv, ⌦)
ij (")

i

T=0,µ="

✓
"� µ

kBT

◆

conductivities	are	approximated	up	to	T-linear	terms	as,		

�(vv, ⌦)
ij (T, µ) ' �(vv, ⌦)

ij (0, "F )

↵(vv, ⌦)
ij (T, µ) =

⇡2k2B
3q

d�(vv, ⌦)
ij (0, "F )

d"F
T

and	likewise	approximated	thermoelectric	coefficients	are

Z 1

0
d"H(")

✓
�@f0

@"

◆
= H("F ) + (µ� "F )H

0("F ) +
⇡2

6
H 00("F )(kBT )

2 +O((kBT )
4),

with	all	quantities	on	the	RHS	being	evaluated	at	T=0,	and was	
assumed	for	simplicity.		

�
xx

= �
yy

⌘ �

Mott	rule

Sxx =
⇡2k2B
3q

1

1 + ✓2H

�0 + ✓H�0
xy

�
T, Syx =

⇡2k2B
3q

1

1 + ✓2H

�0
yx + ✓H�0

�
T
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Method and Procedures

Self-consistent electronic states

Maximally localized Wannier functions

Transport coefficients 

First-principles calculation
with  OpenMX [1]

Wannier90 [2]

Wannier90

Spin texture in real-space

spin constraining method 

[1] www.openmx-squatre.org   [2] www.wannier.org

: almost fully spin-polarized
in the desired texture

Semiclassical Boltzmann theory
with constant relaxation time τ
for σxx and S0



Seebeck coefficient of silicon
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electron conduction
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inside the gap

8 Wannier bands
constructed from OpenMX solutions
via Wannier90

Seebeck coefficient at T=300K
estimated from the 8 Wannier bands

0P D S DFK L K OpenMX Wannier90
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First-principles calculations of 

thermoelectric properties 

including AHE/ANE



spin-orbit coupling + ferromagnetism

[2] X.Wang et al., Phys. Rev. B 74, 195118 (2006). [3] Z. Fang et al., Science 302, 92 (2003).

Our previous study [Y. P. Mizuta and F. Ishii, JPS Conf. Proc. 5, 011023 (2015)]

Dirac electron with Zeeman splitting (DZ model)
simplest model of magnetic topological surfaces/interfaces

dispersion of 
DZmodel

Rather large effect of AHE/ANE on TE found!

Examples: AHE by mechanism 1

Berry curvature (lower panel) of bcc Fe [2] Intrinsic AHC of SrRuO3 [3]
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“Skyrmion crystal (SkX) ---> large 
AHC”

Previous study as a background of this study:

single skyrmion

good TE properties??

spin textures with finite chirality in real space

Aim of this study

An example: AHE by mechanism 2 KANAZAWA
UNIVERSITY
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- s-orbital SkX  
(Hydrogen Atom with OpenMX)

Y. P. Mizuta and F. Ishii, Scientific Reports 6, 28076 (2016)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/srep28076

~ 2nm

Chemical potential  (eV) 0.0-1.6

Large ANE

T=300K



19.8�

Model SkX

- Skyrmions on a square lattice
- Spin-1/2 of Hydrogen atom
- Unitcell containing n n sites (n=6, 8, 10, 12)
- Constraint Density Functional Theory

system of n=6
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Large anomalous Nernst effect in a Skyrmion crystal
Y. P. Mizuta and F. Ishii, Scientific Reports 6, 28076 (2016)

www.nature.com/scientificreports/

3Scientific RepoRts | 6:28076 | DOI: 10.1038/srep28076

a value expected to be realistic28 (We will find, however, later in the discussions that our results are very sensitive 
to the choice of τ). In step(1), two s- and one p-character numerical pseudo-atomic orbitals with cutoff radius of 7 
bohr was assigned to each H atom. The present calculation for a non-collinear magnetic system was realized by 
applying a spin-constraining method29 in the non-collinear density functional theory30. Step(1) yielded 6 ×  6 =  36 
non-spin-degenerate occupied bands and the equal number of unoccupied ones, among which only the former 36 
bands were used in step(2) to construct MLWF and interpolated with them to calculate the conductivities. In 
step(3), two modules were used in Wannier90: berry module based on the formalism proposed by Wang et al.31 to 
compute Σ xy(ε) and boltzwann module introduced by Pizzi et al.32 to compute σxx and S0, in both of which the 
sampling for integrations was performed on 50 ×  50 k-points. Besides these, numerical integrations were carried 
out to evaluate σxy and αxy from Σ xy(ε).

The above procedure was tested in the following manner: For 4 ×  4 SkX, the calculated band structure and 
the Fermi energy dependence of AHC were in overall agreement with the ones previously reported in the 
tight-binding model study15, confirming the reproducibility of the similar situation by different approaches.

In addition, the AHC and the Berry curvature were computed also via another formalism, which is advanta-
geous in the sense that it can identify the Chern number assigned to each band (see Supplemantal Information D),  
and the consistency was confirmed between the results from the two different methods.

Results and Discussions
Electronic structure and conductivities. First we show the obtained band structure of the 36 occupied 
states in Fig. 2(a). We notice there that each band is well isolated from each other, except for the four bands 
around the middle energy range [− 2.0, − 1.9] eV, which we shall hereafter refer to as “central bands”. Although we 
can hardly see gaps among the central bands on the scale of Fig. 2, we confirmed that even them are isolated from 
one another by finite gaps −⪆10 meV2  (see Fig. 2 in Supplemental Information D). Another thing we notice is that 
some neighboring bands, including the central ones, tend to converge toward M point (0.5, 0.5)π/(2λ). Regarding 

Figure 1. A view of an unit cell of 6 × 6 SkX. 

Figure 2. (a) Band structure and Fermi energy dependence of (b) longitudinal and (c) anomalous Hall 
conductivity of 6 ×  6 SkX. The blue dashed line indicates the µ0 mentioned in the main text.





Variation with size n=6, 8, 10, 12 

Larger SkX gives stronger TE voltage
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the final expression: ⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σxx = e2τ ∑
n

∫ dk
(2π)2 [vnk]

2
x

(
−∂ f (εnk)

∂εnk

)
,

σxy =−e2

h̄ ∑
n

∫ dk
(2π)2 [Ωn(k)]z f (εnk) =−σyx,

αi j =
1
e

∫
dεσi j(ε)|T=0

ε −µ
T

(
−∂ f

∂ε

)

for i = x or y, j = x or y,

(5)

where f (ε) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and we assumed a constant relaxation time (τnk = τ).
The expressions in Eq.(5), though looking different, are equivalent to the ones presented around Eq.(2) of the main body.

C: Skyrmion size dependence
The maximum value of Nernst coefficient N at T = 300K found in the space of chemical potential µ is plotted as a function
of the skyrmion size n2 (number of sites forming a single skyrmion) in Fig.1. We clearly see a monotonic grow of Nmax that

Figure 1. Variation of the maximum N in the space of µ as the skyrmion size (n2) grows.

we can interpret as a direct consequence of larger maximum values of the anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC) for larger n (in
consistent with the statement by Hamamoto et al.1) , which suddenly drop in almost n-independent energy width (i.e. width
barely changed from the one for n = 6 case seen in Fig.2 of the main body). The behavior of roughly Nmax ∝ n2 is understood
from the contribution of AHC=1(e2/h) from each of many bands as is mentioned in the main body. Although this trend seems
very promising, we need to be careful of the problem of scattering, as disorder of the same extent has more serious effect on
the electron conduction over larger unit cells.

D: Berry curvature and band-resolved Chern number
We have performed first-principles calculation of Berry curvature Ω(k) and Chern number Cn for each band (n-th from the
bottom) also directly from the Bloch wave functions by using discretized formula.4, 5 The former (and the corresponding
band dispersion) and the latter are plotted in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. The results are consistent with those of Wannier90
reported in the main body, evaluated via Wannier functions constructed from the Bloch wave functions. What is particularly
interesting is that the 21th band indicated in red in the upper panel of Fig.2 has an extremely large Chern number of C21 = 27
as shown in Fig.3. The evaluation of Ω(k) on this band (lower panel of Fig.2) shows sharp peaks at every position of avoided
crossing with the adjacent band, which look larger in magnitude for smaller gaps (An enlarged plot of the seemingly smallest
gap where Ω(k) takes the maximum is displayed inside Fig.2). This behavior is a clear manifestation of the character of Kubo-
formula accounting for the Berry curvature as its partial contribution. Most of the bands, i.e. except three (19th-21th), have
Cn = 1, somewhat reminiscent of Landau levels in the quantum Hall effect. The Chern number of each band should manifest
itself as the number of chiral edge states which additionally appear in the gap just above that band (bulk-edge correspondence)
as explicitly exemplified by Hamamoto et al.1 It is of great interest and also a future task to reveal the origin (key factor)
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• Basic theory to calculate thermoelectricity 
based on Boltzmann transport equation
• Contribution of Berry curvature (AHE) to 

thermoelectricity (Seebeck, ANE)
• First-principles calculations of Seebeck and  

anomalous Nernst coefficient


